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1 Introdu tion
The aim of the resear h proposed in this do ument is the appli ation of the methodology and the te hniques of distributed arti ial intelligen e resear h to the MathWeb
1

software bus whi h has been developed in the AG Siekmann1. We intend to develop
a distributed network of mathemati al software agents (MathWeb agents) whi h use
agent ommuni ation languages to ex hange information about their (virtual) knowledge bases and to assign subtasks to spe i problem solvers. Furthermore, we will
investigate the appli ability of di erent agent oordination te hniques to so ieties of
MathWeb agents.
1.1 Automated Reasoning

The origin of automated reasoning dates ba k to the 17th entury when Leibniz had
the idea to formulate a universal formal language (lingua hara teristi a universalis)
in whi h to express all human thoughts. Leibniz's vision was that with the help of
this language and a formal al ulus ( al ulus ration inator) it would be possible to
verify human thought like it is possible to verify an arithmeti al ulation. This idea
umulated in the famous itation \Cal ulemus! - Let us ompute.".
In 1879, Leibniz' ideas were taken up again in by Frege who de ned the rst
formal language [Fre79℄. This language is today known as rst order predi ate al ulus
(PL1) and builds the basis of many dedu tion systems.The rst omplete al ulus for
PL1 was presented by Hilbert in 1927 [Hil27℄. Hilbert wanted to prove that it
was possible to des ribe and verify all mathemati al statements in his logi al al ulus.
 del in 1930, but it was also
Hilbert's al ulus was proved to be omplete by Go

Godel who proved that it is impossible to formalize all of arithmeti in any orre t
logi al system [God31℄. What remained was the semi-de idability of PL1 whi h was
shown by the work of Herbrand and Skolem. This property of PL1 is the justi ation
for its use in modern dedu tion systems.
With the development of omputer te hnology and its appli ation to mathemati s, it
was a onsequent step to use omputers not only for numeri or symboli omputation,
but also to automati ally prove theorems with a logi al al ulus, i.e. to build dedu tion
systems. The rst simple dedu tion systems tried to enumerate the Herbrand universe
in order to nd a proof for a given theorem, but they where not very su essful in
proving theorems. One reason for this were the exponentially large sear h spa es. The
development of uni ation and the resolution prin iple [Rob65℄ pushed the problem
solving horizon of dedu tion systems and some systems were even able to prove open
problems in ombinatori s. Many of todays powerful automated theorem provers are
based on resolution and use various spe ialized heuristi s to prune the sear h spa e.
But they also still fail to prove many theorems of medium omplexity, like, e.g. most
of the limit theorems [Mel97℄.
This drawba k of lassi al dedu tion systems and the insight that humans obviously
use spe ial te hniques to ope with the huge sear h spa es led to the fundamental idea
of Bundy to rst plan proofs at an abstra t level before lling in the details of the
proof [Bun88℄. The resear h area of proof planning was born and sin e then evolved to
a fruitful paradigm shift in automated dedu tion.
Proof planning also builds the basis of the mathemati al assistan e system mega
[BCF+ 97, SKM99℄. The mega system is based on knowledge-based proof planning
[MS99℄ that is a variant of proof planning as it was introdu ed by Bundy. Knowledgebased proof planning makes extensive use of mathemati al knowledge, whi h an be
en oded in proof planning methods, ontrol rules, or proof strategies. Another important sour e of mathemati al knowledge are external reasoning systems whi h usually
en apsulate knowledge in a spe ial domain of mathemati s, e.g. dedu tion systems
1
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that are spe ialized in indu tion or equational theorem proving, or omputer algebra
systems ontaining spe ial omputation algorithms. Throughout this do ument, we
will use the term reasoning system for both, dedu tion and omputational systems.
The need for the integration of external reasoners into mega led to the development of a rst simple integration s heme [SHS98℄ based on the distribution features of
the Oz programming language. In re ent years, this ar hite ture has advan ed to the
MathWeb software bus (MathWeb-SB) [FK99℄. The MathWeb-SB is now totally
independent of mega and supports the onne tion of a wide-range of mathematial servi es by a ommon software bus. The development of the MathWeb-SB was
not a oin iden e. With omputer networks be oming ubiquitous in every sub eld of
omputer s ien e, the idea of on urrent, distributed problem solving also be ame inuential in the automated reasoning ommunity. The sub eld of distributed automated
reasoning (DAR)2 arose with its own methodology and resear h proje ts [Bon00℄, e.g.
Prosper [DCN+ 00℄, Teamwork [Den93℄, and, last but not least, the Logi Broker
Ar hite ture [AZ00℄ proje t. All these approa hes have their individual strengths and
limitations. In se tion 2.1 we give a more detailed des ription of the ar hite tures and
name new desiderata that are not met by any existing system.
1.2 Distributed Arti ial Intelligen e

Sin e its early days in the mid and late 1970s distributed arti ial intelligen e (DAI)
has evolved to an established resear h and appli ation eld. While lassi AI resear h
is mainly interested in the development of single omputer programs that show or
emulate some kind of \intelligent" behavior, distributed arti ial intelligen e is divided
into several sub elds, the most important is the study, onstru tion and appli ation of
multi-agent systems (MAS) [G.W99℄. A ording to Russel and Norvig [RN95℄, an
agent is a self- ontained, autonomous omputational stru ture whi h is sited in a ertain
physi al or virtual environment. Agents are supposed to per eive their environment
and a t upon it through a tions. As an intera ting entity, an agent an be a e ted in
its a tivities by other agents and perhaps humans.
A key pattern of intera tion in multi-agent systems is goal- or task-oriented oordination [NLJ96℄, both in ooperative and in ompetitive situations. In the ase of
ooperation several agents try to ombine their e orts to a hieve as a group what the
individuals alone annot a hieve. In ase of ompetition several agents try to get what
only some of them an have.
The long term goals of DAI are to develop and implement me hanisms and methods
that enable agents to ommuni ate as well as humans, and to understand the intera tion
between intelligent entities su h as software agents or humans.
Many existing and potential appli ations of DAI are des ribed in the literature
[JSW98℄. These range from industrial appli ations, su h as, ele troni ommer e, and
real-time monitoring of ommuni ation networks, up to omplex resear h questions,
like, for instan e, information handling and information retrieval in the Internet, and
the investigation of so ial aspe ts of intelligen e and the simulation of omplex so ial
phenomena. These appli ation areas of DAI have in ommon that they show up one or
more of the following hara teristi s [BG88℄:
 Inherent Distribution: The data and information that is pro essed by the agents
2
Some authors also use the terms distributed automated dedu tion or parallel theorem proving. In
this proposal we use the term DAR be ause we deal also with omputation systems (e.g. omputer
algebra systems).
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{ are stored at geographi ally di erent lo ations
{ arise at di erent times
{ an only be a essed if the agent is familiar with the spe i

ontologies and

languages
 Inherent Complexity: The appli ation domain is too large to be solved by a single,
entralized systems be ause of the limitations of urrent hardware of software
te hnology.
Enlarging a entralized system for a inherently omplex appli ation domain is very
diÆ ult, time- onsuming, and ostly. Su h an enlargement usually leads to fragile
ar hite tures that break down if the appli ation requirements hange only slightly.
The alternative way is to distribute the solution pro ess a ross multiple omputational
entities (the agents) that are apable of oordination, where the oordination of agents
is ru ial for the su ess of the multi-agent system.
1.3 Proposed Resear h

The resear h proposed in this do ument aims at developing a distributed mathemati al
problem solving system whi h is robust and s alable and whi h automati ally hooses
suitable reasoners for a problem at hand. To rea h this goal, we intend to apply the
agent-oriented programming paradigm [Sho91℄ to the MathWeb-SB and build up a
world wide web of mathemati al software agents, so alled MathWeb agents. MathWeb agents are intended to use agent ommuni ation languages to ex hange information about their (virtual) knowledge bases and to assign subtasks to spe i problem
solvers. Having the means of agent ommuni ation, we are going to develop a general
ommuni ation framework for MathWeb agents whi h takes into a ount a formal
spe i ation of mathemati al servi es, the ontext of agent onversations, and the role
of mathemati al knowledge bases in these onversations. Furthermore, we are going to
investigate the appli ability of di erent agent oordination te hniques to so ieties of
MathWeb agents with regard to distributed, de entralized, and autonomous solving
of mathemati al problems.
The proposed resear h will ombine the ideas, methodologies, and te hniques of two
more or less independent sub elds of AI, automated dedu tion and distributed arti ial
intelligen e. The resear h will be supervised by Prof. Dr. Jorg Siekmann.
1.4 General Framework

The \Arbeitsgruppe Siekmann" (AGS) of Prof. Siekmann o ers a ex ellent s ienti
environment for the proposed resear h. It has many years of experien e in automated
and semi-automated theorem proving and in proof planning. Developing the mega
[BCF+ 97℄ system the AGS ould already gain mu h experien e with knowledge-based
proof planning, multi-strategy proof planning, and the integration of various external
reasoning systems. With the MathWeb-SB the AGS developed a robust platform for
this integration and for the inter-operation of a wide range of mathemati al servi es
in general. Therefore, the group has already gained signi ant experien e with the
inter-operation of heterogeneous reasoning systems. The MathWeb-SB also builds
the basis of the DORIS proje t [BBK99℄ of the omputational linguisti s department
of the Universitat des Saarlandes (USAAR) and in the A tiveMath proje t [Mel00℄ of
the DFKI.
4

Also the OMDo format for open mathemati al do uments has been developed by
members of the AGS. It is an extension of the OpenMath standard and is espe ially
suited for ommuni ating mathemati al obje ts, su h as axioms, de nitions, theorems,
and whole theories, between mathemati al software systems and mathemati al agents.
First work towards agent-based theorem proving and the ombination of intera tive
and automated theorem proving has been done with the -ANTS ommand suggestion
me hanism [BS98℄ and the -ANTS theorem prover [BS00℄. The -ANTS approa h
also make extensive use of external reasoners integrated via the MathWeb-SB.
The AGS is a member of the international resear h network Cal ulemus whi h
brings together resear hers from the elds of omputer algebra systems and automated
theorem provers. The goal of Cal ulemus is the development of a new generation
of mathemati al assistan e systems based on the integration of the dedu tion power
of dedu tion systems and the omputational power of omputer algebra systems. The
AGS and several other resear h groups of the Cal ulemus network are supported by
an IHP network grant of the European Union whi h allows the ex hange of resear hers
and ooperations, for instan e, with the resear h groups of Prof. Bundy in Edinburgh,
Prof. Bu hberger in Linz, Prof. Giun higlia in Trento, and with the Me hanized
Reasoning Group (MRG) in Genoa.
In the surroundings of the USAAR, there is also the Multi-Agent Systems Group of
the German Institute for Arti al Intelligen e (DFKI) at the University of the Saarland
whi h has an internationally respe ted expertise in the theory and pra ti e of multiagent systems and the appli ation of multi-agent programming to di erent domains.
1.5 Stru ture of this Do ument

This proposal is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we rst des ribe requirements of
modern appli ations of automated reasoning in general and give an introdu tion to
urrent resear h proje ts in the eld of distributed automated reasoning. Se tion 2.2 is
dedi ated to the MathWeb-SB be ause it builds the basis for this resear h. We then
name some desiderata that are not met by any of the urrently available ar hite tures
for distributed automated reasoning. In se tion 3 we shortly depi t the ideas of DAI
and fo us on the agent ommuni ation language KQML and on oordination te hniques
for multi-agent systems. Se tion 4 des ribes the on rete goals of this resear h. We
lose this do ument with a short summary and a work plan in se tion 5.

2 Automated Reasoning
Modern appli ations of automated reasoning and theorem proving, for instan e in the
mathemati al assistan e system mega or in program veri ation [HLS+ 96℄, all for
open, distributed ar hite tures whi h allow the integration of spe ialized reasoning systems. A widely a epted approa h to build su h ar hite tures is to upgrade lassi al
reasoning or omputation systems to so- alled mathemati al servi es [HC96℄ by providing it with an interfa e to a ommon mathemati al software bus [CH97℄. Many
resear h proje ts in the eld of distributed automated reasoning followed this approa h
and developed di erent ar hite tures for distributed automated reasoning. Franke et
al. [FHJ+ 99℄ name four major requirements for distributed systems of mathemati al
servi es:
Modularization: Dedu tion systems are very omplex and spe ialized AI programs
whi h are typi ally developed by more than one individual. Usually the developers of dedu tion systems are less interested in developing a modularized system
5

with standardized interfa es but in onstru ting an eÆ ient standalone reasoning
system whi h an be used as a bla k-box. For building a distributed system of
reasoning omponents, it is important that the omponents o er a standardized
interfa e whi h en apsulates related fun tionality into re-usable modules.
Inter-Operability: Inter-operability is the entral presumption for the onstru tion of
a working distributed system out of heterogeneous omponents. Inter-operability
depends on a ommon platform whi h supports the ex hange of mathemati al
servi es, su h as, for instan e, the Corba middle-ware [Sie96℄. In a system
of inter-operable servi es, ea h servi e provides additional fun tionality to the
system as a whole and, in turn, an use all existing servi es to use for its own
reasoning.
Robustness: Software systems with a xed in exible ar hite ture often have problems
with handling failures. A lassi al proof system with a stati topology will not
work if one of its parts does not work. To build a robust system a dynami ,
de entralized ar hite ture is needed whi h an permanently provide mathemati al
servi es, even if some parts, e.g. a parti ular servi e, are temporarily shut down.
S alability: Computer networks, whether they are lo al (LAN) or global (WAN, Internet) typi ally show a dynami allo ation of omputational resour es. Thus,
for distributed systems to perform in an optimal manner, it is important that the
system adapts its topology and the distribution of tasks to the number of tasks
to be solved and to the urrently available resour es, i.e. to nd an optimal loadbalan ing. Consequently, also a distributed reasoning ar hite ture should show a
exible, dynami topology whi h adapts to hanging omputational resour es.
The entral laim in [FHJ+ 99℄ was that the Agent-Oriented Programming paradigm
meets all these requirements. The authors of [FHJ+ 99℄ therefore propose to apply this
paradigm to the MathWeb software bus. They mainly fo us on the ommuni ation
between logi al reasoning systems using the agent ommuni ation KQML. In se tion 2
we will argue that sole ommuni ation with an agent ommuni ation language is not
suÆ ient to build a multi-agent system, in whi h autonomous agents a t in a oherent
way and perform de entralized mathemati al problem solving. But rst, we present a
short survey of resear h proje ts in the eld of distributed automated reasoning in the
following se tions. We brie y des ribe the goals and the results of the proje ts and
whi h of the above-mentioned requirements they meet. In se tion 2.2 we give a more
detailed des ription of the MathWeb software bus, be ause it builds the basis for the
ideas presented in se tion 4.
2.1 Ar hite tures for Distributed Automated Reasoning Systems

The Prosper proje t [DCN+ 00℄ aims at developing the te hnology needed to deliver
the bene ts of formal spe i ation and veri ation to system designers in industry. The
entral idea of the Prosper proje t is that of a proof engine (a ustom built veri ation
engine) whi h an be a essed by appli ations via an appli ation programming interfa e
(API). This API is supposed to support the onstru tion of CASE-tools3 in orporating
user-friendly a ess to formal te hniques. Mu h work of the Prosper proje t went
into the de nition and implementation of the API, the development of the Prospertoolkit, and into intensive ase studies. The Prosper-toolkit urrently integrates the
3
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higher order theorem prover HOL, and the veri ation system ACL2. With respe t
to the requirements mentioned in the last se tion, the API of Prosper mainly allows
the modularization of CASE software systems and the inter-operation of these modules
with proof engines. However, the omponents of Prosper toolkit still use a proprietary
proto ol for ommuni ation.
The Logi Broker Ar hite ture (LBA) [AZ00℄ has been developed within the MRG4 .
It is based on the ommuni ation fun tionality provided by the Common Obje t Request Broker Ar hite ture (Corba) [Sie96, Groa℄ and the OpenMath standard [CC98℄.
Corba is a widely used standard for the development robust, platform and language independent lient-server appli ations. The LBA provides the infrastru ture
needed for making me hanized reasoning systems inter-operate by a simple registration/subs ription me hanism. Additionally, it o ers lo ation transparen y and a translation me hanism whi h ensures the transparent and provably sound ex hange of logi al
servi es. Logi al servi es in the LBA (e.g. fa torize for the fa torization of polynomials) are abstra t, i.e. they are independent of a on rete implementation in a reasoning
system (e.g. a on rete algorithm whi h performs the polynomial fa torization). It is
planned to insure the logi al orre tness of the intera tion of servi es by using a logi
servi e mat her whi h tries to nd a morphism between the logi of a lient reasoning
system and the logi of a servi e server (see [AZ00℄ for details).
The Teamwork method [Den93, AD93℄ has been developed to distribute equational theorem proving by ompletion. A team in Teamwork onsists of several experts
whi h are the a tual problem solvers (e.g. equational theorem provers with di erent
heuristi s) and of referees who evaluate the a hievements of the di erent experts and
determine their best results. A entral supervisor omposes the group of agents working on a given problem and omposes the initial sear h state for these agents. One
of the main motivations for the Teamwork method was the fa t, that ommuni ation overhead an easily diminish the merits of distributed problem solving. In the
Teamwork method the amount ommuni ation is redu ed by introdu ing phases of
the overall problem solving pro ess, so- alled team meetings, in whi h the reasoning
agents send their best results to the entral supervisor. Between two team meetings,
in the working phases, the agents ompute new lo al results (sets of lauses) and no
ommuni ation takes pla e at all. The Teamwork method led to synergeti e e ts
whi h allowed the system to perform better that every single theorem prover alone.
However, Teamwork was based on a network of homogeneous theorem provers whi h
di ered only in their sear h heuristi .
The TECHS system [DD98℄ builds on Teamwork te hnology and ombines heterogeneous state-of-the-art theorem provers while minimizing the hanges that have
to be done to these provers. TECHS ombines the ATPs Spass and DISCOUNT
and the tableau-based prover SETHEO that ommuni ate by ex hanging lauses. The
provers perform two kinds of ooperation. They send requests for needed information
(demand-driven) and autonomously send information they found useful to all other
agents (su ess-driven). In order to redu e the ommuni ation overhead several heuristi s are used to sele t the lauses that sent to other agents and lauses from other agents
that seem to be useful. TECHS has also been ombined with the ILF environment to
allow intera tive ooperation of a human user with the prover network.
The -ANTS theorem proving approa h [BS00℄ is based on the homonymous ommand suggestion me hanism within the mega system. The ore of -ANTS suggestion
me hanism is a entral hierar hy of a suggestion-bla kboard and several ommandbla kboards. Command argument agents write information about a entral proof data
4
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stru ture on the latter. Other argument agents are triggered by this information and
in turn write their suggestions to the ommand-bla kboard. The suggestion agents
read from the argument-bla kboards and nally write ommand suggestions on the
suggestion-bla kboard. A human user an then sele t one of the ommands suggested
in the urrent proof state. Benzmuller and Sorge automated this pro ess to a full
automated theorem proving pro edure by adding an agent whi h automati ally sele ts a
ommand and stores all other sele tions for possible ba ktra king. With spe ial agents,
external reasoning systems are also integrated into the proof sear h. For this, -ANTS
relies on the fa ilities of MathWeb-SB. -ANTS provides an any-time algorithm for
ommand suggestion and has proved to be quite exible. Agents an be de ned in a
de larative way and an be added, deleted and modi ed during run-time.
Summary. The Teamwork method, the TECHS system, and the -ANTS approa h
are losest to the resear h proposed in this do ument. But these approa hes have some
drawba ks. While the Teamwork method and the TECHS system are still restri ted
to resolution-based theorem provers, the -ANTS theorem prover relies on a entral
proof obje t and on ommuni ation via bla kboards and therefore su ers from the
typi al problems of entralized ar hite tures like restri ted parallelism and bottlene ks.
Furthermore, the agents in both approa hes do not ommuni ate via a standardized
ommuni ation language but via some proprietary proto ol.
This resear h goes one step further in that it aims at the development of fully autonomous, heterogeneous mathemati al reasoning agents that ommuni ate via standardized languages and en apsulate both, dedu tion systems and omputation systems.
We will also apply higher order oordination proto ols (like the ontra t net, f. se tion 3) to our so ieties of agents whi h has not been done in previous approa hes. Our
reasoning agents will be apable to perform distributed mathemati al problem solving
with de entralized ontrol and a de entralized onstru tion of a proof obje t.

2.2 The

MathWeb Software Bus

Also the MathWeb Software Bus (MathWeb-SB or short MathWeb) is a platform
for distributed automated theorem proving that supports the onne tion of a wide
range of mathemati al servi es by a ommon software bus [FK99℄. The MathWeb-SB
provides the fun tionality to turn existing theorem proving systems, omputer algebra
systems, and tools into mathemati al servi es that are homogeneously integrated into
a networked proof development environment. The environment thus gains the servi es
from these parti ular modules, but ea h module in turn gains from using the features of
other, plugged-in omponents. The MathWeb-SB is implemented in the on urrent
onstraint programming language Mozart [Smo95, grob℄.
The development of the MathWeb-SB originates in the e ort to integrate external
reasoning systems into the mathemati al proof assistan e system mega. The rst
version of MathWeb-SB mainly enabled the user of mega to run several ATPs in
parallel on a problem in order to maximize the likelihood of su ess and to minimize
the time the user has to wait for a response.
In the last three years we further developed the MathWeb system whi h is based on
the MathWeb-SB te hnology and reated a stable network of mathemati al servi es
whi h is in every day use. The servi es of the urrent MathWeb system are used
permanently by many proje ts, e.g. the mega proje t, the DORIS [BBK99℄ system,
and the A tiveMath proje t [Mel00℄. MathWeb urrently integrates many di erent
reasoning and omputation systems:
8

Automated Theorem Provers (ATP). MathWeb urrently features the rstorder theorem provers Bliksem, EQP, Otter, ProTeIn, Spass, Waldmeister and the
higher-order theorem prover TPS (see [ABI+ 96℄ for referen e). Furthermore, there
is a servi e ompetitive-atp that alls on urrently a given set of ATPs on a set of
rst order problems. This servi e uses the round robin method to distribute unsolved
problems to ATPs that are not busy.
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS). There are servi es wrapping the CASs
Maple, MagMa, CoCoA, and GAP (see [KKS98℄). These CASs are su essfully
used to perform omputations for the proof planner of the mega system. Their
omputational power is essential for planning proofs of limit theorems [Mel97, Zim00℄
and for theorems on properties of residue lasses [MS00℄.
Mediators. Mediators are mathemati al servi es that transform mathemati al
knowledge from one format to another. MathWeb integrates translation servi es
whi h translate mathemati al formulas from one language to another. However, the
urrent translation servi es translate formulas from one proprietary language to another
(e.g. from POST, the logi underlying the mega system, to Maple syntax) and do
not use standardized ontent languages like OpenMath [CC98℄ or OMDo [Koh,
Koh00℄.
Mathemati al Knowledge Base. MathWeb urrently in ludes the MBase
servi e, a simple web-based mathemati al knowledge base system that stores mathemati al fa ts like theorems, de nitions and proofs and an perform type he king,
de nition expansion and semanti sear h. MBase is still under development but a
preliminary version already serves mathemati al do uments to the A tiveMath system.
Constraint Solvers. MathWeb urrently o ers two onstraint solving systems.
C SIE [Zim00, MMZ00℄ is a onstraint solver for non-linear arithmeti onstraints over
the real numbers. Chorus [KN00℄ is a spe ial onstraint solver developed in omputational linguisti s whi h handles dominan e onstraints to resolve ambiguities in natural
language senten es.
The urrent stru ture of the MathWeb system is depi ted in Figure 1. The software
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Figure 1: Current state of the MathWeb system
bus fun tionality of
5

MathWeb

is realized by a model quite similar to

However, it is important to note, that the urrent implementation of
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Corba5

in

MathWeb is not not based

whi h lo al brokers provide routing and authenti ation information to the mathemati al servi es (see [FK99, SHS98℄ for details). So alled meta-servi es (MS), o er the
mathemati al servi es (e.g. an ATP, CAS or a model he ker) to their lo al broker.
MathWeb brokers register and unregister ea h other and, therfore, build a dynami
web of brokers. A MathWeb broker forwards servi e requests, if the requested servi e
is not o ered lo ally by one of the broker's meta-servi es.
Client appli ations, like, for instan e, the mega system, L UI (a GUI for mega),
or a CGI-s ript, onne t to one of the MathWeb brokers and request servi es. If the
requested servi e is not o ered by a lo al meta-servi e, the broker forwards the request
to all other brokers until the servi e is found (a ept) or it isn't found anywhere in the
MathWeb (deny). If the requested servi e is found, the lient appli ation re eives a
referen e to a newly reated servi e obje t and an dire tly send messages to the obje t.
Servi e obje ts, like e.g. the mega system, an again a t as MathWeb lients and
request other servi es.
2.3 Additional Desiderata

The MathWeb-SB already meets some of the desiderata mentioned in se tion 2. It
allows modularization and inter-operability of mathemati al servi es. The dynami
(un-)registering of MathWeb brokers and meta-servi es allows to build a robust system
with a exible topology. However, the urrent version of the MathWeb-SB does not
allow to build a s alable system whi h adapts its topology to hanging omputational
resour es, i.e. MathWeb-SB is not resour e adaptive. In the following se tions, we
propose some additional desiderata that are also not met by the urrent version of the
MathWeb-SB. These desiderate originate in the experien e we made in re ent years
with the integration of di erent reasoning and omputation systems.
2.3.1 Abstra t Mathemati al Servi es

A mathemati al servi e in MathWeb mainly onsists of the reasoning system itself
whi h is en apsulated into a Mozart wrapper that handles the ommuni ation. To
a ess the reasoning system, a MathWeb lient appli ation has to send the right
ommands to the system, i.e. the lient has to know the system's internal stru ture,
ommands and input syntax.
Example 2.1: The CAS Maple is integrated as a mathemati al servi e into MathWeb and is used to solve omputational problems in proof planning su h as simpli ation of terms and polynomial devision. To perform these omputations, the spe i
ommands of Maple have to be alled (simplify or quo respe tively) in the Maple
spe i input syntax. Naturally, the ommands and the input syntax di er from CAS
to CAS. For instan e, in the Computeralgebra-System CoCoA the ommand for polynomial devision is alled DivAlg and the input syntax is di erent from the syntax of
Maple.
Abstra t mathemati al servi es would free the designer of reasoning systems from
the burden to learn the internals of all integrated reasoners. Abstra t servi es should
be independent of on rete implementations (e.g. of polynomial devision in Maple
and CoCoA) and should provide a system independent interfa e with a standard I/O
language, e.g. the OpenMath standard. First experiments with abstra t mathemati al
servi es have already been done in the ontext of the LBA ( .f. se tion 2.1).

on Corba middle-ware, sin e their is no Corba implementation for Mozart available at the moment.
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2.3.2 Autonomy and De entralization

Classi al integration of reasoning systems (e.g. the integration of ATPs and CASs in
mega) follow a master-slave model, i.e. one master system sends subtasks to the
slave systems whi h a t more or less as a bla k-box. The master system has full ontrol
over the slaves whi h annot ommuni ate with ea h other. Very often, they even
don't know of the existen e of other reasoning systems. We say, the reasoning pro ess
is entralized. Mostly, the master-slave ommuni ation is also syn hronous, i.e. the
master waits for the results of its slaves and is blo ked until the results of the slave
systems arrive.
The following example will show that a de entralization of problem solving pro ess
and an asyn hronous ommuni ation between autonomous systems an help to redu e
ommuni ation, an lead to more parallelism in problem solving, and an release the
reasoning systems from waiting for the results of external reasoners.
Example 2.2: The higher-order theorem prover TPS [AINP90℄ is urrently integrated
in a master-slave manner into mega. TPS has a exible me hanism for the expansion
of de nitions, i.e. during the sear h for a proof, de nitions for symbols an be expanded
by-need. When mega wants an open subgoal to be solved by TPS it rst retrieves
the de nitions of all symbols in the subgoal from its lo al knowledge base and sends
these de nitions to TPS, even if they are not (all) needed for the proof attempt of TPS.
Finally, mega sends the a tual subgoal and waits for TPS' result. It turned out that
a great portion of the total problem solving time is needed for sending all de nitions
to TPS. The amount of ommuni ation ould be drasti ally redu ed, if the symbol
de nitions ould be delivered by a separated mathemati al knowledge base MBase.
Then an autonomous version of TPS ould request the de nition of a symbol only if
it is a tually needed. This ommuni ation between TPS and MBase would not a e t
the mega system anymore. If, additionally, the ommuni ation between mega and
TPS was asyn hronous, mega would only have to send the a tual subgoal to TPS
and go on trying to solve other subgoals until the result of TPS arrives.
MathWeb agents should therefore exhibit some autonomy, i.e. they should be
able to a t on their own, without the intervention of other systems. For instan e, in
Example 2.2 TPS should be able to dynami ally request the needed de nitions from a
mathemati al knowledge base. Reasoners should also be able to de ide whether they
an arry out a given reasoning task and whether they a ept a task or not. A reasoning system ould, for instan e, deny a task if it does not have enough omputational
resour es left to spend.
2.3.3 Coordination

In all ar hite tures mentioned in se tion 2.1 and also in the MathWeb-SB, the designer
of a reasoning systems has to oordinate the use of external reasoning systems, i.e. he
has to de ide whi h external reasoning systems to all on whi h subproblem, and whi h
of the various fun tionalities of the external reasoner to use (e.g. the CAS Maple 6
o ers more than 3000 omputational fun tions). In most ases, it is not obvious whether
a reasoning system an perform a given task or not, or whi h reasoner will perform best
on this task.
With an a urate formal spe i ation of reasoning tasks and the apabilities of
reasoning systems it is possible to { at least partially { automate the oordination of
di erent reasoners. This automation ould lead to a system of reasoners whi h is mu h
more exible and whose omponents would dynami ally oordinate their behavior for a
11

given problem at hand and not a ording to a previously xed integration s heme. The
dynami oordination of MathWeb agents ould also take into a ount the previous
performan e of an agent on ertain lasses of problems in order to hoose the best agent
for a given task. AI learning te hniques ould be used to learn an optimal assignment
of tasks to MathWeb agents.
The problems of resour e-adaptivity, autonomy, de entralization, and oordination
are entral resear h topi s in the eld of distributed arti ial intelligen e (DAI). In the
following se tion we give a short overview over DAI resear h. In se tion 4 we des ribe
how we intend to apply DAI te hniques to distributed automated reasoning and name
the entral resear h questions that follow from this appli ation.

3 Distributed Arti ial Intelligen e
While the lassi AI endeavor is mainly interested in the development of single omputer programs whi h show or emulate some kind of \intelligent" behavior, distributed
arti ial intelligen e (DAI) is on erned with the study, design and appli ation of distributed problem solving [G.W99℄. There have been many proposal and, at least, as
many dis ussions on what an agent a tually is. Following Russel and Norvig[RN95℄,
an agent is a self- ontained, autonomous omputational stru ture situated in a physi al
or virtual environment. An agent an per eive it's environment through sensors and
a t on it with e e tors. Wooldridge and Jennings [WJ95℄ proposed the following
key properties for the hara terization of agents:
Autonomy: Agents should to some extent have ontrol over their behavior and should
a t without the intervention of humans or other software systems.
Rea tivity: Agents should rea t to some hanges in their environment. In the ase
of software agents that live in a virtual environment this means that the agents
should be able to modify their behavior a ording to hanging environmental and
omputational onstraints (e.g. resour es, like time and memory).
Pro-a tiveness: Agents are able to exhibit goal-dire ted behavior by taking the initiative in order to satisfy their design obje tives.
So ial Ability: Agents are apable of intera ting with other agents (and possibly
humans) to satisfy their design obje tives and rea h their goals. This requires
that agents have the means to ommuni ate with other agents and that they
have some kind of so ial model, i.e. knowledge about neighboring agents and
their apabilities.
In the following se tions, we solely talk about software agents whi h live in a (virtual)
software environment. The development of software agents was strongly in uen ed by
the paradigm of Agent-Oriented Programming.
3.1 Agent-Oriented Programming

The term Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) was oined by Shoham in 1991 [Sho91℄.
He des ribed it as a \new programming paradigm, based on a so ietal view of omputation". The key idea is to dire tly program software agents whi h en apsulate arbitrary,
traditional software appli ations. These agent-shells are able to interfa e and ontrol
the operation of the embedded servi es. The agents introdu e a so ial model referring
to other servi e agents with whi h they build a so iety of agents. The basi means
12

for the intera tion between so ial agents is a ommon Agent Communi ation Language
(ACL) whi h enable the agents to oordinate their behavior, i.e. steer the embedded appli ations by ex hanging beliefs, goals, and intentions. There have been many
proposals for agent ommuni ation languages. Two of the most widely used are the
FIPA industrial standard [Ste97, fIPA℄ for physi al agents and the KQML standard
for software agents. These two ACLs are equally expressive but di er in syntax and
appli ation domains. While FIPA is supposed to be applied in industrial domains, su h
as tele ommuni ation, KQML is widely used in resear h proje ts. Sin e we intend to
build software agents, we think, that KQML is the ACL of hoi e for our appli ation
domain. Last but not least, KQML and FIPA have a similar expressiveness and o er
a similar set of performatives. Sin e the fun tionality that has to be implemented for
KQML is very similar to that of FIPA, we think that it will not be mu h e ort to o er
both ommuni ation languages in the future.
3.2 The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) [FMF92, Lab96℄ is a ommuni ation language for software agents whi h supports the ex hange of information
about the (virtual) knowledge bases of the agents. KQML is both a message format
and a message-handling proto ol to support shared knowledge in a multi-agent system.
KQML is based on the spee h a t theory [Sea69℄. Its primitives are so alled performatives whi h de ne the permissible \spee h a ts" that a tions are allowed to perform
in ommuni ation with ea h other. Thus, KQML messages do not solely ommuni ate
senten es in some language, but rather ommuni ate an attitude about the ontent of
the message.
KQML performatives an be modeled as a tions whi h hange the ognitive states
of agents. A ording to [Lab96℄, ognitive states an be spe i ed using the predi ates
know, want, intend, and bel whi h des ribe the knowledge, goals, intentions, and beliefs
of agents. With these predi ates, the semanti s of KQML performatives an be formally spe i ed in terms of pre onditions and post onditions des ribing the appli ability
onditions and the e e t of the performatives respe tively ( f. [Lab96℄).
A so iety of KQML speaking agents an be enri hed with spe ial agents, alled
fa ilitators. Fa ilitators typi ally provide fun tionalities su h as: asso iation of physi al
addresses with symboli names of agents, registration of agents, and forwarding and
brokering of messages.
3.3 Coordination in Multi-Agent Systems

In most multi-agent systems sole ommuni ation via an ACL is not suÆ ient to ensure
that the agent ommunity a ts in a oherent way, where oheren e refers to how well a
system of agents behaves as a unit [Sy 89℄. A serious problem in MAS is to maintain
global oheren e without expli it global ontrol. In this ase, the agents must be able
on their own to determine goals they share with other agents, determine ommon tasks,
avoid unne essary on i ts, and pool knowledge and eviden e. Coordination an take
pla e in so ieties of antagonisti agents (negotiation) and of non-antagonisti agents
( ooperation) as shown in Figure 2. Typi ally, to ooperate su essfully, ea h agent
must maintain a list with the apabilities of the other agents, and also develop a model
of future intera tions. This presupposes so iability of agents [HL99℄.
One means for a hieving oheren e are higher-level intera tion proto ols. These
intera tion proto ols govern the ex hange of a series of messages among agents { a
onversation { and help the agents to oordinate their behavior. Several oordination
13
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Figure 2: Di erent kinds of oordination
te hniques and proto ols have been devised for multi-agent systems so far. Nwana,
, and Jennings give an overview in [NLJ96℄. For a system of ompetitive agents
several forms of negotiation have been proposed. They are mostly based on game theory
[LR57℄, lo al planning [KvM91℄, or on theories of human negotiation [BM92℄.

Lee

Organizational Stru turing. This is one of the simplest oordination s enarios

whi h exploits an a priori organizational stru ture. The organization impli itly de nes
the agent's responsibilities, apabilities, onne tivity and ontrol ow. One of the most
widely used forms of organizational stru turing is the bla kboard oordination where
agents post to and read from a entral bla kboard [HR85℄. Using a bla kboard the
agents' behavior is triggered by information written on the bla kboard by other agents.
Bla kboard oordination, in its extremes, mitigates against all the bene ts of DAI:
parallelism, reliability, robustness, minimal bottlene ks, et . Additionally, as stated
in [NLJ96℄, all agents in a bla kboard ar hite ture \[...℄must have a ommon domain
understanding (i.e. semanti s). For this latter reason, most bla kboard systems tend to
have homogeneous and rather small-grained agents.".

Multi-agent Planning. In multi-agent planning, the agents of a so iety lo ally plan

their future a tions and try to oordinate their behavior by ombining the lo al plans
to a onsistent global plan. In entralized multi-agent planning [CMS83℄ the agents
rst ompute lo al plans and send them to a entral oordinating agent. On re eipt
of all (partial) lo al plans, the oordinating agent analyzes them in order to identify
potential in onsisten ies and on i ting intera tions. The oordinating agent then tries
to modify the partial plans and to ombine them into one multi-agent plan without
on i ting intera tions. In distributed multi-agent planning [CL81℄ the resolution of
on i ts is performed by all planning agents who ommuni ate during planning to
build and update their individual plans. Both variants of multi-agent planning have two
major drawba ks: 1) The agents must share and pro ess huge amounts of information,
i.e. the planning pro ess is very ommuni ation intensive. 2) In many domains, the
ombination of lo al plans to one onsistent global plan is a very omplex and timeonsuming task.
Contra ting. A now- lassi and intensively studied oordination te hnique is the
Contra t Net Proto ol (CNP) introdu ed by Smith [Smi80, DS83℄. The CNP is based

on a de entralized market stru ture. Agents an assume two roles: They an a t as

managers who break problems into subproblems and sear h for ontra tors to perform

the subtasks. Or they a t as ontra tors who perform tasks. Contra tors may re ursively be ome managers and further de ompose their subtask and ontra t the tasks
resulting from this de omposition to other agents. The ore of the CNP is a task
announ ement and bidding pro ess whi h onsists of ve steps:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

A manager announ es a task
Contra tors evaluate the task w.r.t. their abilities and ommitments
Contra tors send bids to the manager
The manager evaluates the bids and hooses one or several ontra tors and awards
the ontra t for the announ ed task to them.
5. The ontra tors send the result of the task performan e to the manager
In most appli ations of the CNP the manager announ es an abstra t spe i ation of a
task in the rst step. This spe i ation is highly domain-dependent and ontains all
information relevant for the ontra tors to determine their bid for the task.
The CNP has been used in many appli ations, e.g. [Par87℄. It turned out that it is
best suited for domains where
 the appli ation task has a well-de ned hierar hi al nature;
 the tasks have a oarse-grained de omposition;
 there is minimal oupling between subtasks.
Sin e there is no formal model for task announ ing, bidding and awarding in the original
work, the CNP was also further developed and extended by Sandholm [San93℄ and
others. Huhns and Singh have show that the CNP is a high-level oordination strategy
whi h also provides the means for the distribution of tasks and for self-organization
within a group of agents [HS94℄.

4 Agent Te hnology for Distributed Mathemati al Reasoning
The long-term goal behind this proposal is to apply the te hniques of Distributed
AI (e.g. AOP and oordination) to distributed automated reasoning in order to develop a network of heterogeneous mathemati al agents. These MathWeb agents shall
have a so ial model of their environment and ommuni ate with an agent ommuni ation language and several more or less standardized or spe ialized ontent languages.
The MathWeb agents should perform autonomous distributed problem solving with
a de entralized ontrol, handle shared proof obje ts, and dynami ally oordinate their
behavior given a problem at hand. The problem solving pro ess should be resour eadaptive in an optimal manner, i.e. it should take into a ount all omputational
resour es (e.g. CPU-time, free memory, network bandwidth) that are available to the
di erent MathWeb agents. A net of MathWeb agents would o er the means for new
resear h proje ts, su h as distributed proof planning. Last but not least, agent-oriented
programming has shown to be a perfe t paradigm for human omputer intera tion
(HCI) [BW94℄: Sin e agent ommuni ation languages like KQML are based on models
of human ommuni ation a human user an simply be modeled as another agent in the
multi-agent system.
This ultimate goal is very ambitious and beyond the s ope of a single PhD thesis. In
the following, we therefore restri t the aim of the proposed resear h to a list of feasible
goals that are basi for the development of working MathWeb agent so ieties. The
idea is to apply the AOP paradigm to the MathWeb-SB. Following [FHJ+ 99℄, we
will to en apsulate MathWeb's mathemati al reasoning systems into an agent shell
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in order to build mathemati al reasoning agents, the MathWeb agents. With reasoning
systems extended to MathWeb agents the intera tion between these systems an be
modeled as a KQML onversation between orresponding MathWeb agents. We think
that proposed extensions of the MathWeb-SB an meet the desiderata des ribed in
se tion 2.3. Having MathWeb agents, we will investigate the appli ability and the
e e tiveness of several oordination te hniques to de entralized automated reasoning
in a so iety of heterogeneous dedu tion and omputation agents. We will apply multiagent planning to the multi-strategy proof planner MULTI to build a distributed multiagent proof planning environment. We will also investigate how the mathemati al
knowledge base MBase an support abstra tion in agent ommuni ation in general
and in multi-agent planning in spe ial.
The proposed resear h is a rst signi ant step towards our long-term goal and
we shall see how far we an go in one pie e of work. In the following se tions we
des ribe in more detail the entral resear h problems that have to be solved to develop
an eÆ ient so iety of MathWeb agents and we present some rst ideas for a solution
of these problems. Of ourse, the ideas presented here sket h only a starting point for
the proposed resear h.
4.1 MathWeb Agents

The entral entities in our resear h will be MathWeb agents whi h are reasoning
spe ialists with ertain properties. A ording to se tion 3 MathWeb agents should
have at least the key hara teristi s:
Autonomy: MathWeb agents should a t without the intervention of humans or other
agents. On the other hand, agents should not simply a t like slaves in the masterslave integration model but should de ide for themselves if they are apable and
willing to work on a reasoning problem that is sent to them (e.g. an open onje ture to prove).
So ial Ability: MathWeb agents should be apable of ommuni ating their goals
and needs to other MathWeb agents intera ting with other agents by an agent
ommuni ation language. Additionally, MathWeb agents should be able to understand multiple ontent languages. They should also have a so ial model of the
reasoning apabilities of other agents (e.g., indu tion proving spe ialists, spe ial
CAS algorithms).
Pro-a tiveness: Next to all their so ial a tivity, MathWeb agents should, of ourse,
not forget to a t goal oriented, e.g. in the attempt to prove a theorem or to
perform a omputation.
Rea tivity: Sin e MathWeb agents are software agents, a hange in the environment
means, for instan e, hanging omputational resour es like available memory and
CPU-time. Agents should rea t to some hanges in their environment. A paragraph in se tion 4.2.1 is dedi ated to resour e adaptivity.
Figure 3 shows a rst proposal for the stru ture of MathWeb agents. This preliminary stru ture addresses the rst two of the hara teristi s mentioned above. Of
ourse, the nal version of MathWeb agents should address all four hara teristi s.
Essentially, ea h agent should onsist of the lassi al reasoning or omputation servi e
whi h is extended by an agent shell. The agent shell is responsible for all ommuni ation issues of the agent, i.e. for omposing and sending orre t KQML messages
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and translating in oming messages into on rete a tions for the reasoning system. We
suppose that ea h MathWeb agent has its own little database whi h ontains spe i ations of theoreti ally existing mathemati al servi es whi h allows the agent to build
reasonable messages.6 The onversation module of an agent handles all ongoing onversations the agent is involved in. A entral ontrol unit a esses the database of servi e
spe s to reate the a tual KQML messages, asks the onversation module to start new
onversations, and handles in oming messages.
Agent Shell
Reasoning
System

Control

KQML (OM/OMDoc)

Conversation
Module

service
specs

Figure 3: Stru ture of a MathWeb agent
agents are supposed to ommuni ate via KQML with OpenMath, OMDo , or KQML itself as a ontent language. OpenMath is a standard for the purely
semanti representation of mathemati al formulas. Mainly, it is a restri ted rst-order
language and o ers variables, onstants, appli ations, bindings, et . OMDo aims
at the representation of full mathemati al do uments, in luding, e.g. plain text, definitions, theorems, and proofs. Both languages ommit to a global ontology be ause
every symbol belongs to a OpenMath ontent di tionary (CD) whi h provides a formal or informal des ription of the semanti s of the symbol. Thus, OpenMath and
OMDo are based on a xed ontology a epted by most members of the automated
reasoning and of the omputer algebra ommunity. Therfore, we think that OpenMath and OMDo are more suitable as ontent languages for the ommuni ation
between MathWeb agents than, for instan e, the very general Knowledge Inter hange
Format (KIF) [Gea92℄, whi h has been used in many other DAI appli ations, or the
MathML standard [IM98℄, whi h is mainly on erned with LATEX-like presentation
mark-up of mathemati al formulas. But, however, in some appli ations it might be
ne essary to develop new ontent languages in the future. Sin e the standard language
for the en oding of OpenMath and OMDo is the the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML [BPSM97℄), it is a onsequent step to hose Xml also for the en oding of KQML
messages to allow a uniform handling of both, the messages and their ontent. However, Xml en oding of information tends to be about 10 times bigger than an equivalent
binary en oding. Therefore, it might be reasonable to additionally allow more eÆ ient
ontent languages for groups of reasoning agents that an ommuni ate with these
languages. For instan e, a lo al so iety of rst-order ATPs that all rely on PL1 with
equality ould easily ommuni ate with an eÆ ient en oding of rst-order lauses as a
message ontent.
The proposed MathWeb reasoning agents do not store any knowledge about the
apabilities of other agents. We suppose that this knowledge is managed by the KQML
fa ilitators. However, MathWeb agents store knowledge about mathemati al servi es
available in prin iple but they do not know in advan e whi h agents o er these servi es.
MathWeb

6
In the future, the servi e spe i ations ould also be stored in a entral MBase whi h is a essible
to all agents.
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4.2 Communi ation between MathWeb agents

We rst fo us on the problems that are related to the ommuni ation between Mathagents. In the following we treat te hni al problems, the problem of mathemati al
servi e spe i ation, and the handling of ontext in agent ommuni ation.
Web

4.2.1 Te hni al Issues
Communi ation Overhead. As already mentioned in se tion 2.1, one of the main

problems in distributed equational theorem proving is the ommuni ation overhead.
Whenever distributed problem solving agents spend most of their omputational resour es into ommuni ation, the bene ts of parallelism an be drasti ally diminished.
The Teamwork approa h ( f. se tion 2.1) proved to be su essful in the ase of
distributed equational theorem proving. In this spe ial domains, homogeneous ATPs
an work independently on a problem and deliver uniform results (derived lauses)
whi h an be ombined w.r.t. some heuristi s.
Sin e we are interested in the integration of heterogeneous systems (e.g. ATPs,
CASs, model he kers, or proof planners) the Teamwork approa h is not appropriate.
So, other me hanisms must be used whi h enable synergeti distributed problem solving
and redu e ommuni ation to a minimum.
Resour e Adaptivity. Adaptivity to hanging omputational resour es is ru ial if

one wants to build a s alable system of distributed reasoning systems and to ensure the
optimal performan e of su h a system. This is due to the fa t that the performan e
of a reasoning system is not merely dependent on powerful algorithms or sophisti ated
sear h te hniques but also on the available resour es. However, an optimal oordination of a so iety of MathWeb agents a ording to the available resour es is a very
omplex { if not infeasible { task. As a rst approa h to ta kle this task we are going
to extend MathWeb agents with a resour e module whi h permanently keeps tra k
of the urrently available CPU time and free memory on the lo al ma hine. Combined
with oordination te hniques su h as the CNP MathWeb agents an then use resour e
information to de ide whether they a ept a given task or not. This allows for a de entralized and exible resour e handling with a minimum of additional ommuni ation.
4.2.2 Chara terization of Reasoning Capabilities

As stated in se tion 2.3.1, it is ne essary to de ne abstra t mathemati al servi es in
order to free the designer of reasoning systems from the task of learning the internal
stru ture of other reasoners. Up to now, no standard spe i ation language for mathemati al servi es has been developed. For our rst experiments with MathWeb agents
and KQML ommuni ation, we used spe ial OpenMath symbols for the spe i ation.
This hoi e was done in analogy to already existing symbols in OpenMath ontent
di tionaries, e.g. the symbol fa tor in the CD polyd that stands for the fa torization
of polynomials. One advantage of using OpenMath symbols is the ommonly a epted
(informal) semanti s that is de ned in the publi ly available ontent di tionaries.
At the moment, it is not lear, whether the approa h of using OpenMath symbols is appropriate for all mathemati al servi es developed in the future or if we have
to develop a new spe i ation language. One problem with OpenMath symbols is
the informality of their semanti s. Usually, the developers of ontent di tionaries only
des ribe the semanti s of symbols with at most a handful of senten es in natural language. There is strong eviden e that in the future we need a higher-order spe i ation
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of reasoning servi es. However, a spe i ation language for servi es ould, for instan e,
use OpenMath symbols as a basis to build more omplex servi e des riptions.
Another open problem is the storage and retrieval of the knowledge about mathemati al servi es. As a rst answer, we suggest that this knowledge should be lo ated
at the KQML fa ilitators. One ould also think of storing this knowledge in a mathemati al knowledge base like MBase.
4.2.3 Context in Mathemati al Communi ation

Very often onversations between reasoning systems do not only onsist of a single
query with a single answer. As we have seen in Example 2.2, in some ases a ontext
of a onversation has to be built up be ause some fa ts (e.g. de nitions, lemmas,
or proof assumptions) have to be known by the onversation partner. Also in the
ommuni ation with Computer Algebra Systems, a ontext an be built. The CAS
Maple, for instan e, o ers the assume fa ility to de ne ertain pre onditions for its
omputations 7 . However, building a general model for the ontexts of MathWeb
agent onversations is not easy. Espe ially, the following questions must be answered:
 Whi h mathemati al knowledge is typi ally stored in a ontext?
 Where is this knowledge stored?
 How an we use referen es to obje ts in a mathemati al knowledge base?
 How do MathWeb agents spe ify a valid ontext?
An answer to the last question ould be the formal spe i ation of valid KQML onversations between MathWeb agents. Labrou has already spe i ed basi KQML
onversations in [Lab96℄ in PROLOG. He suggested that these simple onversations
should serve as a basis for more omplex ones. The spe i ation of valid onversations
requires a ommon language whi h is understood by all MathWeb agents. KQML
itself ould build a basis for su h a language, sin e onversations an be more or less
des ribed by an ordered list of s hemati KQML messages.
Example 4.1: In the following, we suppose that an ATP agent o ers an abstra t
mathemati al servi e alled prove whi h tries to nd a proof for a given problem. As
des ribed in the last se tion, we de ne prove as a new OpenMath symbol in the CD
reasys. The servi e prove an be given some proof assumptions. A spe i ation of
valid onversations for prove ould look like the following:
prove- onv( [tell(Sender, Re eiver, Openmath, Formula)℄*
ask-one(Sender, Re eiver, Openmath, prove(Formula , Result))
[tell(Re eiver, Sender, Openmath, prove(Formula, Proof)) j
untell(Sender, Re eiver, Openmath, prove(Formula , Result)) j
sorry(Sender, Re eiver, , )℄)
Whi h means that every MathWeb agent Sender who wants to use the prove servi e
an rst send an arbitrary nonnegative number of fa ts to the Re eiver agent, where a
fa t an be any OpenMath formula. Then Sender agent should send exa tly one 'askone' request with the OpenMath formula to prove and with an OpenMath variable
Result. Finally, the Re eiver sends either a tell message ontaining in whi h the variable
Result is repla ed by the proof Proof or an untell message, if no proof ould be found.
p
7
These pre onditions strongly in uen e future omputations, i.e. the term x2 an be simpli ed to

x, if it is assumed that x > 0.
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Every abstra t mathemati al servi e should provide at least one spe i ation of
valid onversations for the servi e. Ea h MathWeb agent who o ers an abstra t
servi e ommits to these onversations, i.e. he must a ept every valid onversation for
that servi e. This does not imply the a eptan e of a on rete reasoning task, sin e
the agent an still reply with a sorry message.
Abstra tion in Mathemati al Communi ation. Talking about mathemati s an
be a very omplex task. One means to redu e omplexity in general is abstra tion. Humans perform very well in abstra tion and use it very often in their ommuni ation.
Also in the ommuni ation between mathemati ians, abstra tion an be found. For
instan e, typi al statements of a mathemati s professor sound like \Using the fundamental theorem of algebra, we an infer that ...", and not like \Using the fundamental
theorem of algebra, whi h states that in the eld CI of omplex numbers... we an infer
that ...". This is due to the fa t, that the speaker assumes that details of the fundamental theorem are known to its students. If a student does not know these details,
she has to ask her neighbor or look it up in a book.
The main question is, whether we an adopt this human behavior and how we
an use some form for abstra tion in mathemati al ommuni ations between MathWeb agents. In other words: how we an build up ontexts of onversations and
refer to knowledge in this ontexts? What an agents do, if they don't understand a
\mathemati al statement", be ause they do not have the expe ted knowledge? One
answer to this question ould be to query a mathemati al knowledge base, su h as
MBase. Thus, the problem of referen e also a e ts mathemati al knowledge bases.
Mathemati al knowledge units (e.g. de nitions or theorems) are typi ally stored in
MBase. So it must provide the referen es to these knowledge units. Additionally, the
ontent language we use for MathWeb agents must provide the means to handle these
referen es.

4.3 Coordination of MathWeb Agents

We have already mentioned in se tion 3.3 that sole ommuni ation with an agent ommuni ation language does usually not lead to a oherent behavior of a multi-agent
system. The a tions of agents must be oordinated dynami ally given a problem by
hand. We suppose that MathWeb agents are benevolent reasoning entities and thus
fo us on ooperation te hniques. One of the entral questions is whi h of the numerous
ooperation te hniques developed in DAI resear h are appropriate for MathWeb agent
systems. We try to give a rst answer to this question:
MathWeb agents build a web of heterogeneous reasoning and omputation servi es provided by ATPS, CASs, onstraint solver, proof
planners, and many other systems. Additionally, MathWeb agents should perform
de entralized distributed mathemati al reasoning. This is why ooperation te hniques
whi h rely on a xed organizational stru ture, e.g. a bla kboard ar hite ture, might
not be appropriate as a general oordination te hnique for MathWeb agents.
However, the bla kboard approa h an be suitable for some spe ial areas of automated reasoning. In fa t, bla kboard oordination has re ently been applied su essfully in the -ANTS approa h whi h provides a ommand suggestion me hanism for
mega (see [BS00℄).
-ANTS' agents are homogeneous and small grained sin e every
agent represents an inferen e rule or a ta ti of mega. All -ANTS agents work on
a entral proof data stru ture (PDS) whi h builds the ommon domain understanding

Organizational Stru turing.
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of the agents. Therefore, the ommand suggestion me hanism is a perfe t appli ation
domain for a bla kboard ar hite ture ( f. se tion 3.3).
Multi-agent Planning. In re ent years, the mega group has made signi ant
progress in proof planning, for instan e, in the Limit-domain [Mel97℄ and in group
theory. The latest development is MULTI [MM00℄, a multi-strategy planner. Up to
now, proof planning in mega is totally serialized, i.e. at every time the proof planner
only plans one spe i subgoal. Also in MULTI di erent planning strategies an only
be applied in sequential order. A onsequent step for a further improvement of proof
planning is the introdu tion of distribution and parallelism. In a distributed proof
planning environment, di erent lo al planners ould on urrently plan with di erent
strategies on the same or di erent subgoals in order to in rease the likelihood of su ess
and to minimize the total planning time.
Sometimes, subgoals in proof planning strongly intera t. Typi ally, ertain onstraints must be ful lled by the partial plans for the subgoals8 . In distributed proof
planning these onstraints would be spread over the lo al plans. Therfore a me hanism
to insure global onsisten y of lo al plans must be developed. Multi-agent planning
[FI98℄ o ers the right means for this task and for the oordination of MathWeb planning agents. But, as mentioned in se tion 3.3, multi-agent planning requires huge
amounts of ommuni ation in order to ombine the lo al plans to a single global plan.
Thus, the appli ation of this te hnique should be restri ted to subtasks who strongly
intera t and therfore need the he k of global onsisten y of partial solutions. When
the subtasks do not intera t, other oordination te hniques, su h as the ontra t net
proto ol should be more appropriate.
Also Fisher and Ireland proposed the CNP as a oordination te hnique for proof
planning. In [FI98℄ they presented rst ideas on how to bring parallelism into indu tive
proof planning with CLAM [BvHHS90℄. They suggested to assign the di erent proof
steps of a typi al indu tive proof in CLAM (base- ase, rippling, and fertilize) to di erent
planning agents. Having the right ommuni ation languages multi-agent proof planning
an also in lude other proof planners like CLAM that are spe ialized on ertain domains
(e.g. indu tion).
Contra ting. The ontra t net proto ol is one of the most promising andidates for
the oordination of MathWeb agents in order to perform tasks that do not intera t
very mu h. For instan e, the CNP ould be applied to omputation tasks, e.g. the simpli ation of terms and formulas, or to proving tasks, e.g. proof planning for subgoals
without meta-variables or rst order problems whi h an be sent to ATPs.
The bidding pro ess in the CNP allows the ontra tors to evaluate their lo al resour es available in order to give an a ording bid. Thus, the CNP an help to realize
de entralized load-balan ing in a very natural way. But, more often than not, the
amount of omputational resour es available to an agent is not de isive for its su ess
in solving a task. In fa t, MathWeb agents an be seen as spe ialists in a spe i
domain, e.g. some reasoners perform well for indu tive proofs, others for equational
reasoning. Therefore, the performan e of an agents is highly dependent on the task to
solve. Consequently, the announ ement of a task should provide the ontra tors with
a task spe i ation that goes far beyond the spe i ation of abstra t mathemati al
8

While planning existential proofs, for instan e, meta-variables are introdu ed as pla e holders for
existentially quanti ed variables all over the proof plan. These meta-variables must be instantiated by
values that must ful ll ertain onstraints.
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servi es des ribed in se tion 4.2.2. Additional to the mathemati al servi e requested,
the on rete instan e of the servi e must be analyzed.
Example 4.2: We suppose that a CNP manager wants to announ e a task prove(8n:n 2

IN ) ( )), where ( ) is some property over the natural numbers. The analysis of
the problem instan e, namely the formula 8 2 IN ) ( ), would be a valuable
sour e of information for a MathWeb agent spe ialized on indu tive proofs.
However, these are only rst ideas, and at the moment it is not lear, whether
the ontra tors or the manager should perform the analysis of the task. The latter
would be in the tradition of the lassi al CNP where the manager only announ es an
abstra t spe i ation of the task rather than the task itself. This is reasonable be ause,
typi ally, a omplete des ription of a task is very big ( f. Example 2.2).
P n

P n

n:n

P n

5 Summary and Work Plan
We argue that some essential features of distributed automated reasoning, su h as
abstra t mathemati al servi es, a de entralization of the problem solving pro ess, and
the automati oordination of reasoning systems, are not met by any of the existing
ar hite tures. We propose to apply the agent-oriented programming paradigm to the
MathWeb-SB in order to meet these demands. The proposed resear h an be divided
in three main phases:
1. In a rst phase we will build the infrastru tural foundation for the resear h.
First, we develop and implement the agent shell des ribed in se tion 4.1. Then, we
will en apsulate the reasoning systems integrated in the MathWeb-SB into this agent
shell and enable the resulting MathWeb agents to ommuni ate via KQML. This
requires the implementation at least of a large part of the KQML spe i ation given
by Labrou ( f. se tion 3.2). MathWeb brokers will be extended in order to perform
the fun tionality of KQML fa ilitators. The work of this phase will allow us to gain
some rst experien e with MathWeb agents and with KQML onversations.
2. In the se ond phase, we are going to extend our agent-shell to full MathWeb agents that keep tra k of the available omputational resour es and adapt their
behavior respe tively. Building on this we will develop a distributed version of the
mega system and its multi-strategy proof planner. We also plan to integrate other
proof planning systems, su h as the CLAM system into our distributed proof planning
ar hite ture.
3. In a third phase we are going to investigate the appli ability of the oordination
proto ols des ribed above and will implement promising proto ols. We are going to
evaluate the performan e of so ieties of MathWeb agents w.r.t. the di erent oordination te hniques.
5.1 Work Plan

The resear h is supposed to be done within a period of 3 1/2 years (42 months).
For the implementation of the infrastru ture in the rst phase we estimate 9 months.
Sin e the se ond phase involves mu h implementation e ort and the development of
a reasonable resour e management me hanism, we rate 12 months for it. Also phase
is very implementation intensive and requires intensive ase studies and evaluation
pro esses, so we rate also 12 months for this phase. For writing down the PhD thesis
we estimate 9 months.
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